Gaze-related activity of brainstem omnipause neurons during combined eye-head gaze shifts in the alert cat.
Studies undertaken in head-restrained animals have long implicated the omnipause neurons (OPNs) in the initiation of saccadic eye movements. These inhibitory neurons discharge tonically but cease firing just before and during saccades in all directions. By recording from OPNs in alert behaving head-unrestrained cats, we have demonstrated that the activity of these cells is related to the displacement of the visual axis in space (gaze), which is the sum of the eye movement relative to the head and head movement relative to space. OPNs were found to exhibit a complete cessation of discharge for a period equivalent to the duration of the gaze shift, and not to the duration of either the rapid eye movement or the head movement components. In large gaze shifts, OPNs were silent even when the eye was immobile in the orbit, as long as the gaze shift was not completed. The results of this study show that OPNs are controlled by neural elements that take into account the actual position of the visual axis relative to its final desired position irrespective of the trajectory of the eye in the orbit or of whether the head is moving or not.